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HNAYALOOK GARDENS 

1045 W. GRAND RIVER 
FOWLERVILLE, MICHIGAN 

BEGONIAS 

ALBA - PICTA ROSEA - Small angel wing, pink blossoms. 
ALTO Di SERRA - Narrow velvety leaves, makes a beautiful 

specimen. 
ARGENTEA GUTTATA - Heavily spotted foliage, white flowers. 
ASCOTIENSIS - (Bertha De Chateau Rocher) Brilliant coral 

red blooms, makes a fine specimen. 
BROCADE - Silvery rose lobed leaves, white blossoms. 
BUNCHII - Large palmate leaves with heavily waved and 

curled edges, very lovely. 
CALLA LILY - A bit difficult but very lovely with white 

leaves like miniature Calla Lillies, red flowers. Keep 
on dry side. Small specimens. 

COXALLINA DE LUCERNE - Large spotted leaves, coral flowers 
in hugh clusters. 

CONCHAEFOLIA - Whorled shell-like. Makes a beautiful specimen. 
CORBEILLE DE FUE - Glossy foliage, bright scarlet blooms in 

winter. 
DIADEMA - Deeply cut leaves sprinkled silver. 
DIGSWELLIANA - Bushy, crinkly foliage, pink bloom. 
ERYTHROPHYLLA - See Feasti. 
ERYTHROPHYLLA HELIX - See Feasti spiralis. 
EVANSIANA - The hardy Begonia. Large deeply veined leaves, 

lovely pink flowers. 
FEASTII - The old fashioned so called "Water Lily Begonia". 
FEASTII SPIRALIS - As above with center of each leaf spiraled 

like a snail shell. 
FOLIOSA - Supposedly the smallest leaved of all, very 

interesting. 
FUCHSIAOIDES COCCINEA - Glossy small rose bush like foliage, 

clusters of drooping fuchsia-like flowers. 
GREY FEATHER - Feathery marked leaves seem to be fashioned of 

Silvery taffeta. 
HAAGENANA - Large pointed leaves, blooms white covered with 

pink hairs. 
IMPERIALIS - Low growing, leaves of rich mossy green velvet, 

outstanding and choice. 
LUXURIANS - One of the really tall growing ones with divided 

leaves. 
MACROCARPA PUBESCENS - Beautiful velvet-like narrow foliage. 
MANICATA - Unusual and fine with its clusters of heavy red 

hairs on underside of leaf, 

MARGARITACEAE - Always in bloom, a good grower, needs pinching. 
MARIE HOLLY - New maple leaf type, glossy green foliage. 

Large waxy white flowers. 
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MARTIANA - Like midget stems of beautiful pink hollyhock 
spires. | $ .50 

MEDORA - Dark green spotted leaves, very pleasing. °50 
MRS. PETERSON - One of the so-called Christmas begonias, 

will bloom itself to death unless buds are removed | 
after March. $1.00 - 1.50 

LEPIDATA - Green leaves spotted and splashed cream. ° 50 
NITIDA ODORATA ALBA - A fine, dainty white flowering variety, 

glossy leaves. Makes a fine plant for the indoor garden. 50 
PALMIFOLIA - Tall with handsome cut leaves. Seldom seen. 1.00 
PELTATA - One of the all over grey tomentose leaved varieties. 2-00 
PERLE LORRAINE - Chocolate marbled foliage. 1.00 
PICTA ROSEA - Also called Baby Rubra. - 50 
PHYLLOMANIACA(Jessie) - Tall cane-like growth with interesting 

leaves bearing adventitious leaflets. 035 
REX - Several varieties. 1.00 
RICHARDSIANA - A very small specimen for the smaller collection. 035 
SACHSEN - Small leaves, colored copper bronze a large part of 

the year. 1.00 
SCHARFFI (HAAGEANA) - Large pointed leaves, blooms white 

covered with pink hairs. 1.00 
SPECULATA - Speckled leaf, very attractive. 1.00 
SUNDERBRUCHII - The giant so called Star Begonia. 1.50 
TEA ROSE - Beautiful in both foliage and flowers, a particu- 

larly good winter bloomer with large clusters of pink. 1.00 
TEMPLINI - A glorious variegated leaf with splotches of 

pink, white, yellow and green. 1.50 
TINGLEY MALLETT - A very beautiful sort with red leaves 

heavily sprinkled with deeper colored spots. 1.00 
ULMIFOLIA - The brightest green of all. «50 
WALLOW, MRS. = A good grower having pretty foliage as well 

as flowers. 275 
WASHINGTON STREET - Clusters of white flowers, shiny green 

leaves. 250 
WELTONIENSIS - Small cut leaves, red jointed stems, pink flowers. .75 
WELTONIENSIS ALBA - As above with white flowers. e175 
ZEBRINA (ANGULARIS) - Deeply colored foliage, interesting 

angular stems. 1.00 

SEMPERFLORENS GROUP 

CURLY LOCKS - Red leaves, double pink blossoms with yellow 
crested centers. 1.00 

GENEVA SCARLET BEAUTY - Large double bright red flowers. 1.00 
PIED PIPER - Dwarf ch oe small crested rose flowers, dark 

foliage. 075 
PINK CAMELLIA - Large double pink flowers. 1.00 
SNOWBLUSH - Double rosettes of white lightly tinted pinkblooms. 1.00 
SNOW DROP - Low darkly foliaged stems, semi-double white 

flowers. 1.00 
THIMBLEBERRY - Large bright rose pink blooms with protruding 

cone-like center of yellow and pink. We think this the 
best of the group. 1.00 
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INTERESTING PLANTS 

ABUTILON HYBRIDS - Showy bell shaped flowers in colors of red, 

pink, yellow, orange, white. Assorted. 250 

ACIDANTHERA BICOLOR - Flowers creamy white with chocolate 
splotches, strongly perfumed. «50 

ALSTROEMERIA PULCHELLA - The red and green parrot lily. 250 

AMORPHYLLUS RIVIERI - The strange and bizarre "Scared Lily of 

India". Small $1.00, Large 5.00 
ANTHURIUM HYBRIDS - Blooming size plants in red and pink. 5.00 

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS - The Blue Lily of the Nile. $1.00 to 15.00 
BEWUEPERONE GUTTATA -— THE SHRIMP PLANT. 250 
BILLBERGIA DISTACHIA - Long pointed foliage heavily spotted 

cream, flowers blue and green. 1.00 

BRUGMANSIA ARBOREA - Angels Trumpet. Huge trumpets of creamy ; 
white. oo 

CAMPANULA ISOPHYLLA-STAR OF BETHLEHEM. Quantities of white f&e 
starry flowers. t=00 

CAMPANULA DOUBLE TRAILING - As above except flowers are like .~, 
double white roses / 7? <a 

CESTRUM NOCTURNUM (Night Blooming Jasmine) One of the sweetest 
scented of all flowers. 1.00 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS - Greenhouse varieties. Ask for our special list 

CISSUS ANTARCTICA (KANGAROO VINE) An excellent climber. 50 

COLEUS - Many varieties, our choice. 6 for 1.00 
CYCLAMEN NEAPOLITANUM - Hardy miniature cyclamen. Hee Le 
CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS - The large umbrella palm. Jo oe 
CYPERUS ALTERNIFOLIUS Gracilis - The graceful dwarf umbrella fee 

palm. ‘ 

EPIDENDRUM O'BRIENUM - An easily grown and practically ever- 

blooming orchid. 1.50 

FARFUGIUM GRANDE - The old-time leopard plant. A.00 
FUCHSIA FULGENS - An unusual specie fuchsia, Coral flowers 

in clusters. 1.00 

FUCHSIA LITTLE BEAUTY - A very choice dwarf variety. 250 

FUCHSIA SUN RAY - Brilliant bronzy-orange leaves, typical ’ 

fuchsia flowers. ; ef be 

GESNERIA CARDINALIS - Velvety leaves, brilliant orange-red 
flowers. 1.00 

GLORIOSA ROTHSCHILDIANA - The exotic gloriosa lily. 1.25 

HEDYCHIUM CORONARIUM - The white ginger lily. We grow it in 

tubs here and it always blooms freely each Autumn. 2-00 
JELIOTROPE HAV'ALOOK PRIDE - A grand free flowering variety 

for summer bedding. 50 

JELIOTROPE OLD TIME FRAGRANT - Pale lavender, the sweetest of all. .50 
HELIOTROPE SNOW WHITE - A pleasing clear white form of this 

fragrant plant. ss 50 

HOYA CARNOSA (THE WAX PLANT) Y ddinden Pen 
HOYA CARNOSA VARIEGATA - Leaves beautifully variegated green, “ 

cream and often pink. FC £60 
IYPOESTRIS SANGUINOLENTA - Beautifully spotted green and pink | 

leaves. 1,00 



IMPATIENS PURITY - A very pure white in this everblooming 
favorite. 

IMPATIENS SALMON GLOW - Deeply colored foliage, rich salmon 
flowers. 

IMPATIENS GIANT PEACH - A giant, wonderful for outside where 
it forms huge clumps. | 

IMPATIENS ROSY WINE - The richest color in this plant we have 
ever seen. 

IMPATIENS COLLECTION 5 DIFFERENT VARIETIES 
IRISINE HERBSTI - Bright red foliage, very showy. 
IRISINE RETICULATA - Variegated green and yellow foliage. 
JACOBINIA CARNEA - Large trusses of rich pink. 
LOTUS BERTHELOTTI - Silvery needle like leaves making a cascade 

three or more feet in length. Reddish orange blooms. 
MONSTERA DELICIOSA - The favorite plant for modern home decor. 
MARICA (The Apostle Plant) Charming blue iris-like blossoms. 
MAHERNIA VERTICILLATA - Honey Bells. Golden fragrant flowers 

on drooping stems. 
MALVASTRUM PROSTRATUM - Deeply cut, grey leaves, coral flowers, 

unusually beautiful. 
MARANTA KERCHOVEANA - The popular prayer plant. 
MUEHLEBBECKIA COMPLEXA - The necklace vine, dainty and seldom 

seen. 
MYRTUS COMMUNIS - The Swedish myrtle, fragrant, an old world 

favorite. 
OXALIS DOUBLE YELLOW - Flowers are like small talisman roses. 

Very rare. 
OXALIS WHITE - Blossoms pure white one to a stem 
PASSIFLORA PFORDI - The giant blue passion flower, not hardy. 
PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS - Azure clusters of phlox-like flowers, an 

old favorite vine. 
PELLIONIA DAVEAUANA - A trailer with bronzy-green leaves, like 

shade. 
PHILODENDRON CORDATUM - The popular variety for planters. 
PHILODENDRON HASTATUM - Large arrow-shaped leathery leaves. 

SAXIFRAGE SARMENTOSA (MOTHER OF THOUSANDS) - A favorite for the 
shady window. 

SCHIZOCENTRON ELEGANS (SPANISH SHAWL) - Small creeping vine, 
pretty rose like flowers. 

SELAGINELLA (MOSS FERN) - Especially good for terrariums, likes 
shade, warmth and humidity. 

SPATHIPHYLLUM CLEVELANDI - A beautiful tropical aroid, with 
long lasting white flowers. 

STAPELIA GIGANTEA - The giant star fish flower, often 10 to 15 

inches across here. 
STAPELIA VARIEGATA - Unusual star shaped flowers. 

STREPTOSOLEN JAMESONI - Clusters of brilliant orange freely 

roduced. 
TULBAGHIA VIOLACEA - Nearly always in bloom after it becomes 

pot bound. 
VITIS RHOMBIFOLIA (GRAPE IVY) 

Many, many other interesting plants are available, if you are looking 

for some plant and seem to be unable to locate it why not ask us to 

help. If we do not have it we may know someone that does have it. 



SCENTED-LEAVE GERANIUMS 

LEMON SCENTED 
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CRISPUM - True finger bowl 
CRISPUM LATIFOLIUM - Strong Lemon Verbena Fragrance 
CRISPUM PRINCE RUPERT - Large leaved lemon at 
LIMONIUM - Pleasant lemon odor, flowers lavender at 
LIMONIUM - "COUNTESS OF SCARBOROUGH" - Bushy growth, 

unusual 
NERVOSUM - Lime scented 

MINT SCENTED 
P. 

P. 

TOMENTOSUM - Peppermint scented, velvety deep green 
foliage 

JOY LUCILLE - Extremely large minty leaves. Unusual 
and new . 

DENTICULATUM (X TOMENTOSUM) - Finely cut pungent P. 
peppermint 

ROSE SCENTED 
P. GRAVBOLENS - True rose geranium 
P. GRAVEOLENS LADY PLYMOUTH - Variegated rose geranium 
P. TEREBINTHEACEUM —- Little gem 
P. DENTICULATUM DR. LIVINGSTON - Skeleton leaved 
P. RADULA - Leaves velvety, soft, fern like 

PUNGENT 

P, 
P, 

FILICIFOLIUM - Fern - leaved. Finely cut fern-like 
leaves. Very rare 

NO. 36-From Kew Gardens in England, round leaves 
RENEFORME - Large lobed leaves 
ROUND LEAVED ROSE VARIETY SNOWFLAKE - White flaked leaf 
BLANDFORDIANUM (GRAVEOLENS X ECHINATUM) Skelton leaves 

of silvery grey 
IGNASCENS — Brilliant red flowers, very pleasing 
RETTY POLLY - Scent of almond 
OLLISONS UNIQUE — Climbing scented leaf 

SCHOTTESHAM PET - So called filbert scented 
HAV 'ALOOK SILVER - Beautiful silvery cut-leaf 
SCENTED 
QUERCIFOLIUM - True oak leaf, deeply cut and dark veined 
QUERCIFOLIUM FAIR ELLEN - Very pretty and interesting 
QUERCIFOLIUM GIANT OAK LEAF - The largest of all 

scented geraniums 
FILTRUM - Mrs. Taylor. Flowers dark red, good winter 

bloomer 
CUCULLATUM - Soft light green leaves with eucalyptus 

scent 
‘BEAUTY - A lovely dark leaved variety 
SKELETONS UNIQUE - Round Lobed leaves, with dark centers 
CAPRI - Reminds one of the Lady Washington type, 

very rare 
FRUIT AND SPICE SCENTED 

P. 

P. 

ABROTANIFOLIUM - Very unusual finely divided leaves on 
Slender erect stems, has the fragrance of the old 
Southern wood or lads love 

ee NUTMEG ~- Small round leaves with a silvery 
sheen 



SCENTED-LEAVE GERANIUMS (continued) 

FRUIT AND SPICE SCENTED (continued) 
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ODORATISSIMUM APPLE SCENTED - Very sweet and pleasing 
fragrance 

PARVIFLORUM COCOANUT SCENTED - Dark green leaves, 
magenta flowers 

ODORATUM - LADY MARY - Sweet spice scent, very free 
blooming 

SCARBRUM M. NINON - Lovely dark green leaves, often 
called apricot and scented. The most beautiful 
flowering of all fragrant varieties 

ECHINATUM - Cactus geranium. Stems with spine-like 
stipules 

FRAGRANS TURPENTA - Pine scented 
GERANIUMS 
GIBBOSUM = Yellow flowered, night scented, very 

unusual, climbing 
JOSEPH WARREN - Double violet purple, ivy-leaf 
SCANDENS - Climbing, large clusters of brilliant single 

rosy purple flowers 
STAPELTONI - Much like echinatum with purple flowers 
TETRAGONUM - Unusual tetragon shaped stems, leaves with 

distinct zoning. Climbing 
SUNSET IVY - Miniature ivy geranium edges of leaves 

white turning to sunset pink 
VARIEGATED IVY - Hugh leaves of bright green edged 

white, light pink single flowers 

FLOWERING GERANIUMS 

BIRD'S EGG - Petals spotted like the egg of a bird. 
Unusual 

HAV'ALOOK BEAUTY - A delightful shade of rose. Very 
outstanding 

HAV'ALOOK BRILLIANT - Brilliant red 
HAV'ALOOK DAINTY - White tinted delicate pink 
KLEIN LIEBLING (LITTLE DARLING) - A dainty miniature, 

double pink flowers. Very nice. 
LAVENDER LADY - Unusual deep lavender single. 
MME. JAULIN - A dainty shade of appleblossom pink 
MME. KOVALESKI - A brilliant orange, very large 

florets in large clusters 
MR. WREN - Our most unusual twin tinted variety 
NEW LIFE - Strangely striped red and white petals, 

very free flowering 
NOEL - A very Unusual white Poinsettia flowered 

sort. New 
PAMELA - Striking single with hugh florets of pure 

magenta with white centers 
ROSE BUD - Deep magenta rose-bud flowers 
ROSE BUD - Unusual brilliant scarlet 
KOSEBUD APPLE BLOSSOM - Rosebud shaped flowers of white 

shaded soft pink. 
SWEET WILLIAM - Free flowering clusters of soft pink 

flowers like St. Williams 



purchasers expense. 
All plants travel at customers risk. 

FANCY LEAF GERANIUMS 

ALPHA - Dwarf. Golden foliage, red flowers 
ACHIEVEMENT - Finely scalloped leaves, deep green 

zoned chocolate 
BECHWITHS PRIDE - White splotched leaves, double 

bright red flowers 
BRONZE BEAUTY - Deep golden foliage 
CLOTH OF GOLD - Beautiful foliage of golden yellow 

Choice 
CRYSTAL PALACE GEM - Yellow leaves centered green 
DISTINCTION - "One in a Ring" 
DWARF VESUVIUS - Very dwarf with dark foliage 
FLOWERS OF SPRING - One of the finest silver leaved 

sorts, fine red flowers 
FRUTITORUM - Extremely tall grower, single salmon 

flowers freely produced 
HAPPY THOUGHT - Extremely beautiful, cream centered 

leaves, single red flowers 
HAPPY THOUGHT - As above with pink flowers 
HILLS OF SNOW - A fine grower, silver leaf 
JUBILEE - Very brilliant bronze and gold leaf 
LADY POLLOCK - Easy tri-color leaf 
MARY ANN - Often claimed to be the best of the silver 

leaved sorts 
MARCHAL MC MAHON - An interesting golden leaf. Bright 

red flowers 
MME. BURDETTE COUTHS - Beautiful shaded leaves of 

green, pink, salmon and cream 
MME. SALLEROI = Dwarf, variegated green and white 
MRS. COX - The most beautiful of all colored leaf 

varieties 
MRS. LANGUTH - Cherry red flowers. Silver leaf 
MRS. PARKER - A glorious double pink flowering silver 

leaf 
SILVER RUBY - Beautifully edged white leaves, flowers 

double rose red : 
SILVER LEAF S. A. NUTT - White and green irregular 

foliage, dark red flowers 
SKIS OF ITALY - Gorgeous color 

special handling; or express. 

good condition. 

All shipments are made at 
Kindly specify method of shipment if parcel post, 

We pack with great care and expense to have all stock arrive in 

Many of these plants are very scarce and unusual, often very slow 
to propagate so sometimes it is necessary for your order to be held 
Up. 


